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We present the implementation details, model analyses, and additional results of Hi-LASSIE in this supplementary document. Given the 3D nature of our results, we also provide a short video to describe our framework with illustrations and visual results. We encourage readers to see the supplementary video for better visualization of our 3D reconstructions.

1. Implementation Details
We implement the Hi-LASSIE framework in PyTorch [8]. All model parameters are updated by an Adam optimizer [4]. The 3D surfaces are rendered at a resolution of $384 \times 384$ for shape optimization. Given an image ensemble with 30 images, the overall optimization takes roughly 15 minutes on a single GTX 1080 GPU. Note that the random seed initialization does not affect our optimization outputs much since the most sensitive parameters (e.g. camera, initial pose, part shapes) are not randomly initialized.

1.1. Notation table
Table 1. Notations. For the key variables in Hi-LASSIE, we list the symbol, variable name, state space, and whether the variable is instance-specific or shared within an animal class. Generally, we use $i$ for part indexing and $j$ for instance indexing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>State space</th>
<th>Instance-specific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{R}_i$</td>
<td>Resting part rotation (w.r.t. parent joint)</td>
<td>$\mathbb{R}^{3\times3}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_i$</td>
<td>Part scaling (w.r.t. bone length)</td>
<td>$\mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_i$</td>
<td>Shared part MLP</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi = (R_0, t_0)$</td>
<td>Camera viewpoint</td>
<td>$(\mathbb{R}^{3\times3}, \mathbb{R}^3)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_i$</td>
<td>Part rotation (w.r.t. parent joint)</td>
<td>$\mathbb{R}^{3\times3}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_i^{\Delta}$</td>
<td>Instance part MLP</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2. DINO-ViT feature extraction and clustering
Similar to [1,9,10], we extract the key from the last layer of a pre-trained DINO-ViT [2] network as 2D semantic features. Likewise, we extract the class tokens and use their average attention map as a saliency estimation. To perform high-resolution optimization, we crop and resize the input images to $1024 \times 1024$ for feature extraction, resulting in a feature/saliency map of size $128 \times 128$. We then cluster the features of salient image patches by an off-the-shelf K-means algorithm, using number of clusters $c = 8$. Finally, we obtain a pseudo ground-truth object silhouette $\hat{M}$ by thresholding the minimum distance to cluster centroids and applying dense CRF filtering [5]. Fig. 1 shows some example results of DINO feature clustering.

*Work done as a student researcher at Google.
Figure 1. **DINO-ViT feature clusters.** We show the example images (top) and segmentation masks of 8 semantic clusters (bottom). Although the DINO features provide a dense correspondence between images, they are sometimes noisy due to self-occlusions or ambiguous texture (e.g., zebra’s head and legs or penguin wings). Instead of directly using these clusters as 3D parts, we find that jointly considering geometric and semantic cues as symmetry information (e.g., left and right legs) is more robust.

### 1.3. 3D skeleton and camera viewpoint initialization

We further exploit DINO features to roughly initialize camera viewpoints and identify symmetry plane for 3D skeleton estimation. Assuming that most animal images are taken from a small range of elevation and mostly vary in azimuth angles, we propose to roughly cluster them into side and front views by the left-right symmetry information in DINO features. As shown in Fig. 2, we first sort the images based on their left-right symmetry of DINO clusters. Then, we determine whether a given reference image is side or front view to identify the symmetry plane and initialize 3D joints. For instance, the symmetry plane is $x = 0$ if the image has symmetric features (front view) and $z = 0$ if the image features are asymmetric (side view).

Figure 2. **Exploiting DINO clusters for skeleton and symmetry plane initialization.** Based on the left-right symmetry information in DINO clusters, we determine whether a given reference image (marked in red) is side or front view and initialize the symmetry plane and 3D joints accordingly.
Our skeleton discovery assumes a single reference image where most skeletal parts are visible, which is accessible in all animal image ensembles of our interest. We show additional results using different reference images in Fig. 3, demonstrating that Hi-LASSIE is generic and robust to various initial poses or self-occlusions as long as all the skeletal parts are visible to some extent. We observe that these reference images lead to slightly different part configurations, with minimal affects on final quantitative metrics.

1.4. Frequency-decomposed neural surfaces

For each neural part surface, we uniformly sample a set of surface points \( X = \{(x, y, z)|x^2 + y^2 + z^2 = 1\} \) from a unit sphere and decode their deformation in the canonical space through an MLP network. Unlike LASSIE [10] which uses the MLP network proposed in NeRS [11], we integrate the multiplicative layers similar to BACON [7] into our part MLPs to decompose the surfaces in the frequency space. Specifically, each layer encodes a surface point \( x \) via positional encoding (PE) as: \( \text{PE}_i(x) = \sin(\omega_i x + \phi_i) \), where \( i = 0, ..., L \) (number of layers \( L = 9 \) in our experiments). The PE frequency is pre-defined as \( \omega_i = 0.25 \pi \cdot i \), which increases with layer index \( i \). After deforming the shared/instance part surfaces in the canonical space, we then scale, translate, and rotate them by their corresponding bone transformations to obtain an overall articulated shape. Note that we find symmetric surface points at resting pose to symmetrize the final surface deformation and texture. The shape reconstruction and regularization losses are applied on the outputs of all layers. The frequency-decomposed part surfaces are visualized in Fig. 4.

![Figure 3. 3D Skeleton and parts discovered from different reference images.](image)

![Figure 4. Frequency decomposition of part surfaces.](image)
1.5. Optimization pseudo-code

We provide the pseudo-code below to clarify our optimization process. The overall optimization include 5 main stages: 1) camera, 2) pose, 3) shape, 4) all parameters, and 5) per-instance deformation. The parameters are optimized using the corresponding losses in each stage. In each iteration, we first update the surface feature MLPs, then use the updated features to optimize 3D surfaces, forming an EM-style optimization. This EM-style optimization can progressively refine the 3D surface features (semantics) as well as pose and shape fitting (geometry).

Algorithm 1  Hi-LASSIE multi-stage optimization

Parameters: camera viewpoints \( \pi^j \), part scaling \( \{ s_i \} \), resting part rotation \( \{ \bar{R}_i \} \), part rotation \( \{ R_i^j \} \), shared part MLPs \( \{ F_i \} \), instance part MLPs \( \{ F^\Delta_i \} \) (\( i \): part index, \( j \): instance index).

Losses: silhouette loss \( L_{sil} \), part silhouette loss \( L_{part} \), semantic consistency loss \( L_{sem} \), part rotation loss \( L_{rot} \), symmetry loss \( L_{sym} \), Laplacian regularization \( L_{lap} \), surface normal loss \( L_{norm} \).

1:  Stage 1 - camera: Optimize \( \pi^j \) for all \( j \) using \( L_{sem} \) until convergence.
2:  Stage 2 - pose: Optimize \( \pi^j \), \( \{ s_i \} \), \( \{ \bar{R}_i \} \), \( \{ R_i^j \} \) for all \( i, j \) using \( L_{sem}, L_{rot}, L_{sym} \) until convergence.
3:  Stage 3 - shape: Optimize \( \{ F_i \} \) for all \( i \) using \( L_{sil}, L_{part}, L_{sem}, L_{lap}, L_{norm} \) until convergence.
4:  Stage 4 - all: Optimize all parameters using all losses until convergence.
5:  Stage 5 - instance: Optimize \( \{ F^\Delta_i \} \) for an instance \( j \) using \( L_{sil}, L_{part}, L_{sem}, L_{lap}, L_{norm} \) until convergence.

Algorithm 2  EM-style semantic and geometric optimization

Parameters: features MLPs \( \{ Q_i \} \).

Losses: semantic consistency loss \( L_{sem} \).

1:  repeat
2:    E-step: Update \( \{ Q_i \} \) by sampling 3D surface points, projecting them onto each image, and averaging the corresponding image features.
3:    M-step: Optimize neural surfaces using the updated \( \{ Q_i \} \) in \( L_{sem} \) (Eq. 5 in manuscript). Note that the M-step also involves updating other parameters with different losses depending on the optimization stage.
4:  until end of optimization stage

1.6. Dataset statistics and code licenses

In our experiments, we make use of the publically available Pascal-part [3] (http://roozbehm.info/pascal-parts/pascal-parts.html) and LASSIE [10] datasets. Each image ensemble contains \( n = 30 \) images (\( n = 16 \) for Pascal-Part sheep). Note that the total number of source-target pairs for keypoint or part transfer evaluation is \( n \times (n - 1) \) since we exhaustively use every image as source or target. For implementation and evaluation, we also utilize the released source code or models of the following methods:

2. Ablative Studies

2.1. 3D skeleton: user annotation v.s. automatic discovery

In Fig. 5, we compare our self-discovered 3D skeleton of zebra against the manually-annotated skeleton in LASSIE [10]. Note that both skeleton share similar bone structures, and yet our skeleton provides better initialization of resting pose, simple part shapes (length and thickness), and 3D surface features since it is estimated from a reference image in the ensemble.

![Comparison of manually annotated and automatically discovered 3D skeletons.](image)

Figure 5. **Visual comparisons of manually annotated and automatically discovered 3D skeletons.** Our skeleton provides a good class-specific initialization of 3D pose and shape, while LASSIE [10] skeleton contains straight leg bones and uniform part shapes.

2.2. Shared v.s. per-instance parts

We show the qualitative comparisons between shared parts and per-instance parts in Fig. 6, which demonstrate that our frequency-based decomposition can effectively preserve the 3D part priors learned from all instance while allowing instance-specific deformation.

![Comparison of shared and instance parts.](image)

Figure 6. **Visual comparisons of shared and instance parts.** Our instance-specific optimization can produce high-fidelity 3D details to fit the input images for faithfully.
3. Additional Results

3.1. Animation via pose interpolation

Our skeleton-based representation enables part manipulation like texture transfer or pose transfer between instances. In Fig. 7, we show some examples of realistic animation generated by pose interpolation between two instances.

![Animation via pose interpolation](image)

**Figure 7.** Animation via pose interpolation. We show the gradual transformation from source to target poses.

3.2. 2D comparisons on LASSIE images

To demonstrate that Hi-LASSIE can produce faithful and detailed 2D parts, we qualitatively compare the 2D fitting results on LASSIE [10] images in Fig. 8.

![2D visual results on LASSIE images](image)

**Figure 8.** 2D visual results on LASSIE [10] images. Unlike DINO clusters, Hi-LASSIE can clearly separate the semantically similar parts (e.g., 4 legs) and is more robust to noisy features. Moreover, our results better align with the object boundaries compared to LASSIE [10].
3.3. 3D comparisons on Pascal-Part images

In Fig. 9, we show some qualitative results on the horse and cow images from Pascal-Part dataset [3]. Compared with A-CSM [6] and LASSIE [10], our results are more detailed and faithful to the input images while requiring less user input.

Figure 9. Visual comparisons on Pascal-Part [3] images. A-CSM [6] can produce detailed 3D shapes by leveraging a mesh template and large-scale training images. However, the outputs often contain irregular poses or mis-align with the images. LASSIE [10] generates consistent 3D parts from the given skeleton, but misses the instance-specific shape details. By comparison, Hi-LASSIE results are high-quality and faithful to the images.
3.4. Failure cases

Finally, we show some failure cases in Fig. 10 and 11. Since Hi-LASSIE only uses the self-supervisory DINO features as image-level supervision, its performance is sensitive to incomplete (occlusion/truncation) or noisy (ambiguous appearance) features. Another limiting factor is the articulation diversity within the given image ensemble. For instance, if an image ensemble contains only few images or little camera/pose variations, it may be challenging to 1) choose a good reference image for skeleton discovery and 2) learn detailed 3D shapes from multiple views.

Figure 10. **Failure cases caused by occlusions/truncation.** Our 3D outputs tend to be inaccurate when the pseudo ground-truth silhouettes are incomplete due to occlusions or truncation.

Figure 11. **Failure cases caused by limited image ensemble or ambiguous camera viewpoint.** The sheep image ensemble in our experiments contains 16 images with limited articulation variation, making it difficult to discover a good reference skeleton or learn detailed 3D shapes. As a result, Hi-LASSIE produces undesired 3D skeleton and inaccurate camera viewpoint estimations.
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